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3 things you should know 
before calling your designer
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by Jason Donelle
Partner | Creative Director & Miracle Worker

Jason is a Certified Advertising Agency Practitioner (CAAP) through 
the Institute of Canadian Advertising. That’s just a fancy title to 
say he can pretty much do anything. His award-winning strategic 
approach to retail advertising, corporate identities, branding and 
inbound marketing, combined with his dedication to exceptional 
client service have made him an in-demand resource to businesses 
and agencies as well as his stirring renditions of miscellaneous 
80’s power ballads.  

 Follow me on Twitter @fuseboxjason
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It’s easy to get excited about a new marketing idea that has oodles of potential. It can be 
tempting to pick up the phone or head right on over to your designer to see what these ideas 
will look like - whether it’s a brochure, website, marketing campaign or any other type of 
collateral. The danger in jumping right into the design phase though, is that you’re skipping 
over the most important part of your marketing strategy. You know, the STRATEGY part. 

So before you put your designer on speed dial, it’s a good idea to take a step back and 
look at the bigger picture. Here are three things you should know that are imperative to 
any piece of brand collateral:

1. Know your buyer personas 

This one right here is the big cheese. In order to create any sort of campaign or marketing 
piece that is going to attract people to your brand, you’ll need to understand who those 
people are and even better yet, who you want them to be. These people are your buyer 
personas. Start painting a clear picture of who these people are. What is their demographic 
information? What are their pain points? What do they value most? We recently published 
this post on buyer personas and the reasons why they are so important. Every piece of 
marketing content and every marketing decision you make should be filtered through 
these personas.

I knew I was forgetting something.

http://fuseboxcreative.ca/what-are-brand-personas-and-5-reasons-why-you-need-them/
http://fuseboxcreative.ca/what-are-brand-personas-and-5-reasons-why-you-need-them/
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2. Know your brand 

It may seem like knowing your own brand should be number one on this list - but really, 
only after you understand the people you are serving can you start to really shape your 
brand. Remember, it’s the people who interact with you who are going to dictate whether 
you are successful or not, so it’s important to stay true to the brand and be intentional with 
your marketing. 

3. Know the buyer’s journey

Too many businesses don’t take enough time to understand the path that every buyer takes 
to becoming a paying customer. In order to advance any new leads that are to come from 
your new marketing ideas, you’re going to need to know the steps they are going to take 
as they move along in the sales process. Remember that not everyone who interacts with 
your brand is ready to hand over fistfuls of money right on the spot.

Not every day is Black Friday.
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In order to produce killer marketing content you need to understand how your dream 
clients are going to interact with your brand and the path they will take toward becoming 
a paying customer. Once you’ve got a clear picture of how these interactions will play out, 
you’ll be much better equipped when you bring in the designer to start representing your 
ideas visually. And for that, your designer will thank you.

You only have one shot at making a great first impression.

Stunning design is important. It can draw attention and help build brand credibility, but 
it also needs to be supported by a sound strategy and great content that people find 

valuable.

Let’s start your makeover!

http://offers.fuseboxcreative.ca/graphic-design-consultation
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